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Advances in Biomedical EngineeringElsevier Limited, 2008
The aim of this essential reference is to bring together the interdisciplinary areas of biomedical engineering education. Contributors review the latest advances in biomedical engineering research through an educational perspective, making the book useful for students and professionals alike. Topics range from biosignal analysis and nanotechnology...

		

Preventive Cardiology: Insights Into the Prevention and Treatment of Cardiovascular Disease (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2006
With the gradual transition from the technology-driven, intervention-oriented perspective of the last decade to a new, preventive, molecular-based perspective, Joanne Foody, MD, has amassed new preventive measures for use in everyday practices in this new edition of Preventive Cardiology.  This new edition provides practical information for the...


		

Atlas of Practical Applications of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (Developments in Cardiovascular Medicine)Springer, 2005

	Six years have passed since the edition of our

	Atlas of Practical Cardiac Applications of MRI.

	Fortunately, the technique has experienced

	during this time a continuous development

	that demanded a new updated version of the

	book. One of the consequences of this

	growing process has been the adoption of the

	term...





		

The Detox Revolution : A Powerful New Program for Boosting Your Body's Ability to Fight Cancer and Other DiseasesMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The toxins and carcinogens found in the air we breathe, the water we drink, and the foods we eat can overload our systems and endanger good health. Whether you're born with surprisingly "good" genes or "bad" genes, you can still boost your body's ability to cleanse itself of these harmful substances by following the...


		

Toxicology and EpigeneticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Epigenetics is the study of both heritable and non-heritable changes in the regulation of gene activity and expression that occur without an alteration in the DNA sequence. This dynamic and rapidly developing discipline is making its impact across the biomedical sciences, in particular in toxicology where epigenetic differences can...


		

Atlas of Nuclear CardiologySpringer, 2013

	The aim of the 4th edition of the Atlas of Nuclear Cardiology is to provide physicians and students in cardiology, radiology, and nuclear medicine who want the latest information in the field of cardiovascular nuclear medicine up-to-date and comprehensive information on advances in instrumentation, radiotracers, protocols, and clinical...






		

Primary Care  EnglishSpringer, 2007

	After the successful publication of Medical English and Radiological English

	by Springer I considered a top priority to keep on writing medical English

	books by specialties that could become useful tools for health care professionals

	and medical students all over the world.





	Like its predecessors, Primary Care...

		

Doppler Ultrasound in Obstetrics and GynecologySpringer, 2005


	It is with great pleasure we offer the second edition

	of "Doppler Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecol

	ogy" to our readers. We remain deeply appreciative

	of the success of the first edition with its continuing

	enthusiastic reception from our readers.





	Impressive advances have occurred in diagnostic...

		

Evidence-Based Practice in Perioperative Cardiac Anesthesia and SurgerySpringer, 2020

	
		This comprehensive yet concise book addresses current best practice in the combined areas of cardiac surgery and anesthesia, interventional minimally invasive cardiac procedures, perioperative management and monitoring, and critical care recovery. This book not only provides the latest best practices in the perioperative management...







		

Cardiovascular Physiology (Lange Physiology Series)McGraw-Hill, 2006
This text is intended to provide students with                    the core information and concepts necessary to develop a firm                    understanding of how the intact cardiovascular system                    operates. Specifically stated learning objectives, key                    concepts, and study questions for each chapter allow the...

		

Home Blood Pressure Monitoring (Updates in Hypertension and Cardiovascular Protection)Springer, 2019

	
		Hypertension remains a leading cause of disability and death worldwide. Self-monitoring of blood pressure by patients at home is currently recommended as a valuable tool for the diagnosis and management of hypertension. Unfortunately, in clinical practice, home blood pressure monitoring is often inadequately implemented, mostly due...



		

Basic & Clinical PharmacologyMcGraw-Hill, 2006
This       book is designed to provide a complete, authoritative, current, and       readable pharmacology textbook for students in the health sciences. It       also offers special features that make it useful to house officers and       practicing clinicians.
...
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